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CHAPTER 6
Bicycle and Pedestrian Element
Policy: Mainstreaming Nonmotorized
Transportation
Improving conditions and safety for bicycling and
walking embodies the spirit and intent of MAP-21 and
its predecessors, SAFETEA-LU, TEA-21, and ISTEA.
One of the goals is to create an integrated, multimodal
transportation system that provides travelers with real
alternatives of transportation modes. State and local
agencies are challenged to work together cooperatively
with transportation providers, user groups, and the public
to develop plans, programs, and projects which reflect
this vision.
Bicyclists and pedestrians need to have safe and
convenient access to the transportation system. Every
transportation improvement is an opportunity to
enhance bicycle and pedestrian modes by making them
a routine part of the planning, design, and operation of
transportation facilities. The decision not to include them
should be the exception rather than the rule. The only
circumstances for denying bicycle and pedestrian access
should be expressed prohibition or when inclusive design
would be incompatible with safe, convenient conditions.
These circumstances include controlled access highways
and projects where the cost of accommodating bicyclists
and pedestrians is high in relation to the overall project
costs and potential use by non-motorized travelers.
Bicyclists and pedestrians have the same origins and
destinations as other transportation system users and it is
important for them to have safe and convenient access to
airports, transit, and other intermodal facilities. They also
need access to the same jobs, schools, services, recreation
facilities, and neighborhoods. This Plan places emphasis
on creating a seamless transportation system for all users
to enjoy and use efficiently and safely..

pedestrian safety. These recommendations were addressed
in a comprehensive plan for connecting bicycle and
pedestrian environments. The MPO partnered with the
Greensboro Departments of Transportation and Parks
& Recreation, Guilford County Planning and Health
Departments, University of North Carolina Greensboro,
NCDOT and a host of local associations to develop
the Greensboro Urban Area Bicycle, Pedestrian and
Greenway Master Plan. The plan was adopted by the MPO
in October 2006, Greensboro City Council in December
2006, the Guilford County Board of Commissioners in
June 2007, and by the Town of Oak Ridge in January
2008. During the public participation process, the plan
became known as “BiPed” and was branded with its own
logo.
Since the BiPed Plan was adopted, the MPO area towns
have been working on developing their own bicycle and/
or pedestrian plans. With the assistance of the NCDOT
Bicycle and Pedestrian Planning Grant Initiative, Oak
Ridge developed a pedestrian plan in 2013, Pleasant
Garden completed a bicycle and pedestrian plan in 2015,
and Sedalia will have a completed a bicycle and pedestrian
plan by the end of 2015. These efforts demonstrate the
importance of bicycle and pedestrian planning to the
small towns in the MPO. The recommendations from
these plans are incorporated into the BiPed Plan Update.

Greensboro Urban Area Bicycle,
Pedestrian and Greenway Master Plan
Bicycle and pedestrian planning is a high priority for the
community and is evidenced by the recommendations
stated in the Greensboro Comprehensive Plan, Guilford
County Area Plans, and recent versions of the Long
Range Transportation Plan (2004, 2009, and 2012).
The 2030 LRTP recommended conducting a Bicycle
Accommodations Study and Plan; developing a Regional
Greenway Master Plan; and further study of
Bicycle and Pedestrian Element 6-1
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The BiPed Plan incorporates health and wellness issues
and non-motorized transportation safety, accessibility
and mobility in its needs assessment. Bicycle level of
service was computed for more than 800 miles of
roadways in the planning area. Policy and program
recommendations include modifications to local
ordinances and programs for education, enforcement and
encouragement. Recommendations for bicycle, pedestrian
and greenway projects in this plan have their basis in
BiPed’s Recommendation and Implementation sections
within each modal chapter. The current BiPed Update
is streamlining recommendations with an increased
emphasis on connectivity. This update will be completed
in 2015 around the same time as the 2040 MTP. Please
refer to the BiPed Update for detailed review, analysis,
and recommendations. A link to the complete document
can be found at www.guampo.org.

Public Participation
Public involvement workshops were held for the BiPed
Plan Update. Survey results demonstrated a high level of
support for additional pedestrian and bicycle amenities.
Selected survey results are depicted in the following charts.
A large majority of respondents considered creating a
walkable and bikeable community to be very important.
How important to you is the goal
of creating a walkable community?

How important to you is the goal
of creating a bikeable community?

FIGURE 6-2
Importance of Bikeable Community

Safety Program
As a part of the annual safety program, the Greensboro
Department of Transportation (GDOT) reviews all
crashes involving pedestrians and bicycles. Review of
historic crash data identifies streets and locations that
have numerous pedestrian or bicycle crashes. Once these
locations are identified, field investigations are conducted
and possible improvements implemented. These
improvements include enhanced crosswalk markings and
signs, refuge islands, ‘In-Street Pedestrian Crossing’ signs,
and possibly traffic calming measures. All strategies are
meant to increase driver’s awareness of pedestrians and
bicycles. Educational materials on pedestrian and bicycle
safety, as well as safety items such as flashing lights, are
made available to the public through the website and at
all public meetings.
Since 2014, the City of Greensboro has partnered with
NCDOT on their statewide bicycle and pedestrian
campaign, Watch For Me NC. This campaign uses safety
messages and advertising to educate the public and raise
awareness on bicycle and pedestrian safety. The campaign
also provides training for law enforcement officers to
increase their understanding of bicycle and pedestrian
laws and enforcement strategies. The City has partnered
with UNC-Greensboro, NC A&T State University, and
the State Highway Patrol on this campaign to increase its
breadth and impact throughout the community.

Pedestrian Safety

FIGURE 6-1
Importance of Walkable Community
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An analysis of pedestrian crashes is an important step
toward improving pedestrian safety and the walkability
of the community. For the BiPed Update, the MPO
produced a Pedestrian Safety Analysis using crash data
from the NCDOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation
Division. During the six year period of 2007 to 2012,
there were 848 reported crashes involving pedestrians
within the metropolitan planning area which resulted in
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29 pedestrian fatalities. This 3% pedestrian fatality rate
was well below the statewide rate of 6%.
Pedestrian Crashes

Greensboro, 791
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which resulted in 3 fatalities. This 1% bicyclist fatality rate
was well below the statewide rate of 2%.
A summary of the bicyclist crash findings for the MPO
area in the five-year period follows:

Sedalia, 0
Pleasant Garden, 1
Oak Ridge, 1
Stokesdale, 4
Summerfield, 6
County, 45

FIGURE 6-3
MPO Area Pedestrian Crashes

A summary of the pedestrian crash findings for the MPO
area in the six year period follows:
• There were 848 crashes involving pedestrians, with
29 resulting in fatalities
• 9% of the crashes resulted in fatal or disabling
injury
• 55% of crashes were in the daylight

• There were 288 crashes involving bicyclists, of
which 3 resulted in a fatality
• 4% of the crashes resulted in a fatal or disabling
injury
• 73% of crashes occurred in the daylight
• 82% of crashes occurred in clear weather
conditions
• 88% of crashes occurred in an urban environment
• 82% of bicyclists involved in crashes were male
• 18% of crashes occurred on Monday
• 24%Crashes
of crashes occurred from 3-6 pm
Bicycle

Greensboro, 258

Stokesdale, 0
Sedalia, 0

• 79% of crashes occurred in clear weather
conditions

Oak Ridge, 1
Pleasant Garden, 1
Summerfield, 5

• 93% of crashes occurred in an urban environment

County, 23

• 55% of pedestrians involved in crashes were male
• 18% of crashes occurred on Friday
• 21% of crashes occurred from 3-6 pm

FIGURE 6-4
MPO Area Bicycle Crashes

Bicycle Safety

Safe Routes to School

In 2007, the MPO started a “GSO Shares the Road”
bicycling safety campaign with a dedicated website, www.
gsosharestheroad.org. Safety education materials are
available for download on the website as well as current
bicycle and motorist safety information. The site is
designed to educate the public about new bicycle facilities,
including Bike Lanes, Bike Routes, and other facility
improvements. New types of facilities and improvements,
such as cycletracks, buffered bike lanes, and bicycle signals,
while not currently in use in the MPO, will need to have
sufficient public education about how to use them if and
when they are installed in the MPO area.

The MPO has continued its work with Safe Kids and Safe
Guilford in identifying schools as targets for the FedEx
“Walk This Way” program and International Walk to
School Day. A Safe Routes to School Grant was received
from the state to construct over a mile of sidewalk on
Spry St to allow children at Rankin Elementary School
to walk safely to school. This sidewalk was completed
in 2012. In the recent Prioritization 3.0 process, Safe
Routes to School funds were awarded from the state to
construct sidewalks near schools along four streets: East
Lindsay St, Holden Rd, Lees Chapel Rd, and Lovett St.
These projects are expected to be constructed from 2016
to 2018. The MPO continues to work with its partners,
including the school district, parent associations, and
law enforcement to implement the “Four E’s” of the
program: Engineering, Education, Enforcement, and
Encouragement.

Similarly to the Pedestrian Safety Analysis, the MPO has
also developed a Bicycle Safety Analysis for the BiPed
Update from NCDOT crash data. During the six year
period of 2007 to 2012, there were 288 reported crashes
involving bicyclists within the metropolitan planning area

Bicycle and Pedestrian Element 6-3
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Pedestrian Improvements
The City of Greensboro is aggressively implementing
the BiPed plan to improve pedestrian safety, mobility,
and accessibility. A key goal is to ensure the accessibility
of all transit stops. The first step towards this goal has
been the construction of sidewalk where the transit
routes are located and connecting stops to destinations.
Thoroughfares have been targeted for priority
construction, especially those with transit, high vehicle
volumes, and retail. Based on current plans and projects
the City will be averaging approximately 20 miles of new
sidewalk construction a year. Retrofit of sidewalk into
the built environment can be difficult and whenever
possible, new sidewalk construction will occur with
roadway projects.
Pedestrian signals are routinely being installed with new
traffic signals. A project to retrofit existing signals to
include pedestrian signals will occur over the next five
years. As part of the BiPed Update the MPO identified
priority intersection locations for retrofitting to add
pedestrian signals. This project will make other upgrades
to intersections that will include enhanced crosswalk
markings, countdown and APS signals and improved
curb ramps.
As previously noted, the MPO Towns have been
developing Pedestrian and/or Bicycle Plans to identify
priority pedestrian improvements with specific timelines
and recommendations for implementation. A priority for
the Town of Oak Ridge is to improve the intersection
of NC 150 and NC 68 for pedestrian safety and
include sidewalks. This project has been picked up for
construction by NCDOT in FY 2018. A major focus of
the Town of Pleasant Garden’s Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan is to develop sidewalks and other pedestrian
improvements for Pleasant Garden Road. The Town of
Summerfield has determined a preferred route for the
Atlantic & Yadkin Greenway through their town and is
planning to design this route in the near future. Other
pedestrian priorities are expected to come from Sedalia’s
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan once it is complete in 2015.

Bicycling Improvements
Recent public meetings and surveys have indicated the
provision of cycling accommodations is one of the
highest priorities of all types of cyclists. Participants and
survey respondents represented a diverse set of cycling
interests, including transportation cyclists, recreational
bike club riders, and occasional cyclists who ride
Bicycle and Pedestrian Element 6-4

mainly on local streets and trails. Many participants and
respondents cited the lack of bike lanes, wide outside
shoulders, and other facilities as one of the reasons they
do not bicycle more frequently. Concerns about safety
were regularly mentioned as another reason more people
do not choose to bike for recreation or as a transportation
alternative. A number of roads in the City of Greensboro
have been striped with bike lanes (11.9 miles) since the
adoption of BiPed. Another 7.1 miles of roads have been
striped with edgelines (white painted lines that narrow the
travel lane and result in shared biking/on-street parking
areas) specifically to promote bicycle use. Most have
been done where sufficient pavement existed while there
were some restriped after resurfacing. All resurfacing
projects are now evaluated for new marking plans that
will better accommodate bicycles. All new roadway
projects (except controlled access facilities) are being
designed to accommodate bicycles with either a bike lane
or wide outside lane. In an effort to increase city bike lane
miles, the City of Greensboro is also exploring different
methods for converting four-lane roadways to three-lane
roadways with bike lanes and a center turn lane without
waiting for resurfacing projects. Map 6-1 represents the
current and planned bicycle projects within the MPO
area.
Outside of the City of Greensboro, the primary focus for
bicycling improvements is the addition of paved shoulders
to existing roadways that are generally rural in nature with
no curb and gutter. High priority projects that have been
identified during the BiPed Update include Lake Brandt
Road, NC 150, Church Street, and McConnell Road.

Greenway Improvements
BiPed initially produced one hundred future greenways in
conceptual form. Some are urban trails, using sidewalks
and on-street bicycling facilities while others are purely
recreational hiking trails in the parks. There are some that
are shared-use path, sidewalk and roadway combinations,
such as the Bicentennial Greenway. This greenway began
in 1989 to commemorate the bicentennial of the U.S.
Constitution. The Bicentennial Greenway, 17 miles long,
will create a nonmotorized connection between High
Point City Lake and the Guilford Courthouse National
Military Park. Although all off-road sections have been
completed, on-road improvements are needed on Burnt
Poplar Rd and Swing Rd in Greensboro to finish the last
connection. Another regional project is the Piedmont
Greenway, which will continue the greenways to the west
across the county to Kernersville. In addition, the Atlantic
& Yadkin Greenway will connect Greensboro with
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Stokesdale through Summerfield. Finally, the Downtown
Greenway is a major project to construct a four-mile loop
around Greensboro’s Downtown. Map 6-2 represents the
current and planned greenways within Guilford County.
These greenways will be primarily shared-use paths from
the northwest and west sides of Greensboro to downtown.
However, there are also greenway projects on the east side
of Greensboro as well, in particular the North Buffalo
Creek Greenway that will connect Latham Park to Keeley
Park. They will provide an appealing alternative means
of transportation in enabling residents to avoid areas
of significant development and traffic congestion. The
greenways will also connect to a growing regional system
in the Triad. Grade separations from major roadways are
anticipated or under construction on US 220, I-840, and
I-73.

Existing Conditions and Future Projects
Greensboro has more than 500 miles of public sidewalks.
Like many growing communities, the majority of
existing sidewalks are located downtown and in the older
neighborhoods. Development in the last half of the
twentieth century rarely included adequate pedestrian
facilitates.
The City of Greensboro has initiated an aggressive
sidewalk construction program in an effort to infill high
priority locations. The City currently has 81.2 miles of
independent sidewalk projects that are expected to be
constructed by 2021. An additional 18.7 miles of roadway
projects with sidewalks are expected to be constructed
within this time frame. Assuming currently anticipated
federally funded projects are completed and future bond
referenda include a significant bicycle & pedestrian facility
funding, it is estimated that Greensboro will complete
168 miles of independent sidewalk projects by the 2030
horizon year and an additional 36 miles by the 2040
horizon year. Map 6-3 shows all existing and currently
authorized sidewalk projects in Greensboro and the
MPO area and identifies additional mid- term sidewalk
construction priorities from the BiPed Plan.
As noted in the previous section, the City of Greensboro
has almost 12 miles (centerline) of bicycle lanes on various
city streets. With the BiPed Update, many new streets
were reviewed to determine their feasibility for adding
bicycle accommodations. An implementation step for the
BiPed Update is to develop a program to expedite bicycle
facility projects and install more than 50 centerline miles
of bicycle lanes over the next five years. These include
traditional bike lanes and new facilities such as protected
bike lanes and buffered bike lanes.

Within the Greensboro MPO there are 37 miles of public
greenways and 75 miles of public natural surface trails
for a total of 112 miles of off-road paths. The BiPed
Plan recommends over 460 miles of new facilities and
identifies tiers for prioritization purposes. Future projects
that are expected to be constructed in the short term
include all remaining phases of the Downtown Greenway,
the A & Y Greenway from Markland Drive to Downtown
Greensboro, the A & Y Greenway from US 220 to
Centerfield Rd in Summerfield, the Vance Arlington
Greenway, the Piedmont Greenway from Kernersville to
Crosscreek Rd in Guilford County, the N. Buffalo Creek
Geenway from the Latham Park Greenway to Yanceyville
St, and the Keeley Park Connector.

Operations and Maintenance
Maintenance of the existing system is extremely important
to accommodate all users and to preserve infrastructure
from premature obsolescence and deterioration. This
includes operational evaluation of signage, markings,
lighting and signals to ensure they are meeting current
needs. It also includes repaving and reconstruction of
deteriorated sidewalk, roadway, and greenway surfaces.
There is room for improvement in this area, and the
BiPed Plan lays the groundwork for that with a series of
recommendations, some of which are paraphrased below.
Investment in sidewalk repairs has not kept pace with
infrastructure needs over the decades. For that reason,
the City is faced with a significant sidewalk maintenance
backlog. Local budgets have not provided sufficient
resources to enable the City to get ahead of this problem.
For that reason the MPO directed federal STP-DA
and ARRA federal funds to the City for two successive
contracts that made a concerted effort to improve the
worst areas. However that funding was opportunity-based,
and is not available on a regular, ongoing basis. For that
reason, this plan recommends the City increase funding
for sidewalk repair. Sidewalks in disrepair affect users,
especially those using wheelchairs, walkers or strollers.
More progress has been made on upgrading deficient
wheelchair ramps, partly due to the ADA requirement that
such upgrades be made in connection with resurfacing,
sidewalk, and roadway improvement projects.
Greenway resurfacing has also not kept pace with
infrastructure need. Key reasons include that it is outside
of typical operating budgets. Parks and Recreation
Departments have not been successful over the years in
getting such projects budgeted for funding under local
Capital Improvements Programs either. It appears these
agencies were focused on constructing new facilities over
Bicycle and Pedestrian Element 6-5
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the years, without much thought or effort to establishing
a sustainable and adequate resurfacing program.
The Greensboro MPO helped plug this funding and
maintenance gap in 2010 by directing STP-DA funds
towards resurfacing sections of two greenways, the A &
Y Greenway from Pisgah Church Road to the Guilford
Courthouse National Military Park, and the Latham
Park Greenway from Battleground Avenue to Wendover
Avenue. A critical recommendation of this plan is that the
City of Greensboro, and other MPO area jurisdictions,
acknowledge and plan for future facility obsolescence and
replacement. Greenways provide transportation to key
destinations for pedestrians and bicyclists, and should be
treated as transportation corridors. The major greenway
corridors are essentially streets on which access is limited
to non-motorized transportation. The local paradigm
needs to shift to that perspective. Greenways should be
maintained on a level comparable with roadways.
Roadway surfacing has also not kept pace with
infrastructure deterioration in the City since 2006.
Resurfacing funding consistently fell well below needed
investments over this period, resulting in a mounting
backlog of resurfacing needs, particularly on those City
streets not eligible for State or Federal funds. As with
greenway and sidewalk repairs the MPO directed STPDA and ARRA funding to supplement City funding.
Again, that funding was opportunity-based, and is not
a sustainable alternative for increasing street resurfacing
budgets. Fortunately, since 2012 NCDOT has increased
its investment in State System efforts in the area, which
has led to some progress being made. In the mean time,
this plan recommends that the City increase its regular
resurfacing budgets to keep pace with investment needs.
This is important for bicycling, as well as for infrastructure
preservation and motorized traffic needs. Bicyclists need
smooth pavements for comfort and safety. Also, striping
bike lanes on existing roadways is often tied to resurfacing,
so delayed resurfacing delays bicycle improvements.
Lastly, delayed repaving leads to substantial escalations in
eventual maintenance costs, so short term savings has the
very real possibility of resulting in significant long term
cost increases.

Incidental Projects
There are many simple and cost-effective ways to integrate
nonmotorized users into the design and operation of our
transportation system. These can include bicycle and
pedestrian accommodation as an incidental part of larger
ongoing projects. The MTP includes:

Bicycle and Pedestrian Element 6-6

• Paved shoulders on new and reconstructed roads
without curb & gutter (Paved Shoulders: 115
miles)
• Re-striping roads (either as a stand-alone project
or after a resurfacing or reconstruction project) to
create a paved shoulder from wider outside lane or
striped bike lanes (Bike Lanes: 52 miles, Protected
Bike Lanes: 0.5 miles, Shared Lane Markings: 0.3
miles, Wide Outside Lanes: 23.4 miles)
• Building sidewalks as a part of new highway
construction. This amounts to 18.7 more miles by
2021, an additional 40 miles by 2030, and another
42 miles by 2040, for a total of 100.7 miles over
the life of the plan
There are usually a number of reasons for taking
these actions without specific reference to bicycle and
pedestrian access -- shoulders are good for motorist
safety as well as providing bicyclists a place to ride -- and
the broad eligibility of bicycle and pedestrian facilities
in all the major MAP-21 funding programs means that
incidental improvements such as these are appropriate to
be included as part of larger transportation projects. Map
6-4 shows bicycle and pedestrian improvements included
as a component of roadway projects. Map 6-5 shows the
incidental projects that would be built with roadways that
have been designated as illustrative. Illustrative roadway
projects have been reflected in the MTP, but are ineligible
for funding as illustrative projects have not been included
in the financial analysis.
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Investments in
the 2040 Metropolitan Transportation
Plan
A key finding of the MTP is widespread and deep support
exists for improvements to the pedestrian and bicycle
facility infrastructure throughout the MPO area. The plan
currently assumes that by 2030, roughly 60 miles of new
greenways are to be opened as a result of the investments
noted in the plan. By 2040 an additional 30 miles are
expected. Complete financial analysis can be found in
Chapter 10.
The recommended investments for the bicycle and
pedestrian element are based on two factors:
• The current construction programs of the City of
Greensboro, Guilford County, and the NCDOT
• Estimates of future funding levels.
The transportation plan assumes the continuation of an
aggressive program by the City of Greensboro to retrofit
existing roadways with sidewalks. Targeted streets include
thoroughfares, bus routes, high volume/speed roadways
and high crash locations. Other considerations include
proximity to apartments, schools, hospitals, offices,
shopping, restaurants, parks, government buildings and
other public spaces. The plan expects continuation of
the city’s sidewalk petition program on residential streets
and neighborhoods. The transportation plan also assumes
sidewalks are included in all City of Greensboro roadway
projects, as well as all NCDOT roadway improvement
projects in urban and most urbanizing areas.
Finally, the transportation plan assumes continued
implementation of the City and County Greenway
Systems. These include the extension of the Atlantic &
Yadkin Greenway south into downtown Greensboro and
north into downtown Stokesdale, and completion of the
Piedmont Greenway from Winston-Salem to Greensboro
through northwest Guilford County.

Summary Recommendations
The following recommendations are a set of action items
that reinforce the MPO’s commitment to walkability and
safe bicycling:
• Implement recommendations of Greensboro
Urban Area Bicycle, Pedestrian and Greenway
Master Plan (BiPed)
• Continued expansion and infill of the sidewalk
network, focusing on high priority links, ADA
compliance ramps, as well as removal of
obstructions
• Implement an adequately funded annual sidewalk
maintenance program to ensure accessibility
• Increase local resurfacing investment to a level
commensurate with the infrastructure needs.
• Include sidewalks and bicycle facilities in all new
roadway projects except controlled-access facilities
• Improve pedestrian crossing conditions through
expanded pedestrian signals and high-visibility
crosswalks at high volume locations
• Expand bicycle route system to connect with
surrounding counties and new NCDOT State
Bike Routes
• Factor bicycling into the street resurfacing
program priorities
• Implement an adequately funded greenway
resurfacing program
• Cooperate with local partners (Greensboro,
Guilford County, High Point, Winston-Salem and
surrounding towns) to expand the use of shareduse paths (greenways) throughout the Triad
• Ensure roadways comply with the state Complete
Streets standards to ensure pedestrian, bicycle and
transit needs are met.

Bicycle accommodations (bike lanes, protected bike
lanes or wide outside shoulders) are currently planned
for some of the MTP roadway projects. These costs are
factored into roadway project costs and are not broken
out separately.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Element 6-7
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